
Palliative Care WA is the Western Australian peak body for palliative care  
 

 

Ms A. Sanderson, MLA  

Chair, Joint Select Committee on End of Life Choices 

Parliament House  

4 Harvest Terrace  

West Perth WA 6005 

Dear Ms Sanderson 

 

Re: PCWA telephone log 

 

The office of Palliative Care WA has a 1300 telephone number in place primarily for 

administrative functions. However, over the past few years this number has been 

increasingly utilised by members of the public seeking support and information on a wide 

variety of matters pertaining to palliative care. As our concern grew regarding the number 

and complexity of these calls, we decided to keep a log and this process was commenced in 

November, 2017. 

 

A copy of the log is attached for your information. 

 

The purpose of this letter is to draw your attention to: 

 The volume and complexity of the calls PCWA is taking 

 The lack of an alternative telephone service to refer callers 

 PCWA’s exposure given we are not funded to provide this service and therefore have 

minimal processes and protocols in place 

 The significant number of missed calls (243 from December 2017 to mid May 2018) 

reflective of staff out-of-the-office for meetings, workshops and other business 

 

As you are aware Palliative Care WA is a peak body operating within the palliative care 

sector and we operate from offices in the Cancer Council buildings in Shenton Park. We 

don’t receive operational funding and survive on membership subscriptions, project funding 

and sponsorship. 

 

We are not mandated or funded to provide a telephone support and information service. 

However, due to the lack of alternative options, we are increasingly taking a significant 

numbers of calls from distressed patients and family members. Given our passion for the 

delivery of quality palliative care for all, we respond to these calls and share information as 

best we can.  
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The nature of the calls vary considerably but include people needing to discuss their 

diagnosis and options for care; information on Advance Care Planning; options to access in-

home care; symptom and pain management and options at end of life.  

 

Also of great concern to us is the growing number of missed calls which is a reflection of the 

fact that our current resourcing doesn’t allow us to have a presence in the office across all 

business hours. The “hit and miss” nature of our capacity to respond to these calls is 

distressing. 

 

PCWA is not intending to make a pitch for funding to deliver this service nor is it suggesting 

that we are best placed to deliver such a service. 

 

However, we are suggesting that there is a desperate need for such a service and I 

encourage the Parliamentary Inquiry to give this matter due consideration. 

 

Kindest regards 

Lana Glogowski 

Executive Officer 

 

18 May, 2018 

 

Attached:  

 PCWA phone log 



Date Missed Calls Time Calls Staff Comments

27/11/2017 12 1 Son called requesting palliative care for his father currently in Hollywood PC Unit. He doesn't want 

him returned to Regis ACF, feels end is imminent and wants him to stay there. Underlying concern is 

that he fears his decline and wants a plan so he knows what options are once discharged.  Advised 

that he share his concern with care team at Hollywood and ACF, get a shared understanding and 

make a plan accordingly. Encouraged him to be assertive.  he rang here because his mum died here 

about 20 years ago when it was a cottage hospice.

VB

1 Wife rang concerned about her husband in SGCH, late stage cancer. Claims he does not want to eat 

or drink, is in extreme pain, that he is being fed against his wishes and only receiving parasol for his 

pain. He has been in Brightwater care facility prior.  She has EPG in place since a car accident years 

before when he was brain injured. Currently unable to speak and difficult to make gestures. Whole 

family want him to die peacefully. Advised her to share concerns with care team and contact 

Brightwater to enlist support as well. Reminded her that as appointed Guardian she had control and 

encouraged her to be assertive. 

VB

4/12/2017 1 Call from gentleman  to inquire about pal care for his brother at Kirralee/Karalee??? Aged care 

facility. Advised we did not deliver services. Asked if he had EPG - affirmative.  Recommended he 

contact care team, practitioners, nursing home staff and seek the information he is looking for. 

VB

11/12/2017 8

12/12/2017 1 Daughter called seeking advice.  Dad is at home on his own in final stages and doesn't want to go to 

hospital.  Family has mixed views and there is tension.  One brother in NSW is EPA, no one is EPG.  

She assumed brother had the power to decide health choices. Dad is being treated by GP and has 

Silver Chain a couple of hours per day. Advised that she needs to consult with GP and Silver Chain 

nurse to assist Dad to get ACP/AHD in place that reflects his values and wishes. If that fails, then to 

have discussions with care team and family and consider EPG. Seemingly no one has acknowledged 

he is dying.  Encouraged her to have the conversation, or at the very least engage with the care team 

to facilitate. 

VB

1 Friend came to office to see her friend who has been admitted to palliative care because she had 

tried to contact the mother and left a message. Thought she would call in while her daughter is on a 

play date. Explained palliative care and advised to text mother to exact location of where she is 

receiving care.

VB

18/12/2017 10

Office close 20/12 reopen 15 Jan

15/01/2018 25

15/01/2018 1 responding to phone  Message enquiring re volunteering CC

1 Call from MO at Carnarvon re medication advice for PC patient cc

1 Call from CNC Gerald ton Hospital regarding PC service design and patient/staff ratios cc

16-Jan 1 General information call seeking service info for family member CC
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1 RACF call re accessing palliative care services (SC rejected) cc

1 Call from Midland Hospital MO seeking services for pall care patient in Muchea (SC rejected) cc

1 Call from  diagnosed with IBM referred by My Aged Care. Has dropped from 112kg to 68 in only 

4/12 has less than two years life expectancy. Currently receiving level 4 package via Southern Cross 

Care. Under Specialist and GP for pain management. Has two dogs and wants to stay at hone for as 

long as possible. No family to support but has a very dear and close friend. Doesn't have an EPG in 

place and never heard of ACP/AHD. Recommended he engage with care team and express his need 

to sort advance care planning and consider asking his friend to support him with EPG. Wanted to 

know cost and what his options were at the end.  Recommended Silver Chain for in-home support, 

otherwise hospice/hospital/ residential care pending his condition. Again, stressed importance of 

conferring with care team and making informed choices and decisions while he is well and has 

capacity.

VB

22/01/2018 13 1 Call from  to request "Facts about morphine and other opiod medicines in palliative 

care". Referred to page 29 in Palliative Caring booklet which he praised. Has leukemia and now 

choosing not to have fortnightly transfusions.  Has full time carer and PC nurse coming in each Friday.  

Suggested he talk to the nurse as well re treatments and medicines if he has any concerns. He has 

organised his funeral and comfortable with the prospect of death and the end of his life. Aske that 

we post to his street address as he is now bed bound and unable to access the computer. 

VB

1 Call from wanting to make donation to hospice thinking we were the service that attended to 

his mother at home.  Upon further inquiry discovered it was Silver Chain. Took the opportunity to tell 

him about PCWA and consider making a donation to us - referred him to the website thinking it was a 

simple online process. He called back hoping to make a payment.  Advised him to complete online 

form which would go direct to our admin and would be processed tomorrow.  We need to make it an 

online payment direct, especially for new website. 

VB We do have online 

facility to transact full 

payment.  

donated $1,000

29/01/2018 34 Two people attempted to leave a message but abandoned the process, so no messages left.

1 Sister called on behalf of brother who was recently diagnosed with Grade 4 brain tumor; too late for 

chemo, on steroid treatment, now in rapid cognitive decline with behaviour issues and not safe to 

leave alone. Wife is about to give up work to care fulltime. Have EPA, lawyer advised no need for 

EPG.  Advised to seek support of GP, oncologist, care team and initiate conversation around advance 

care plan, consider appointment of EPG, apply for carer support and payment, access Dementia 

Behaviour Management Advisory Service 24/7, Cancer Support, need care package for in-home Silver 

Chain service and referral by medico, consider plan B if gets too much and need care facility to 

manage - what are the options, identify who is available in  family/friends network to call on for help 

and respite for wife. 

VB



1  CEO, Plan and Grow, provide practical support for people with disability on NDIS; concerned 

about client with MND needing palliative/end of life care. "At what point do we know when to access 

palliative care and how". Clarified that the concern was a change in health and possible death 

imminent which was confirmed. Advised to work with care team, set up advance care plan and 

identify EPG, provided numbers for Silver Chain and MPaCCS. Also confer with MSWA and its support 

services as they work with MND clients at end of life and have experience.  Offered to forward 

relevant information by email: 

30/01/2017 1 GP registrar at Fremantle Hospital with Psychiatry Team called regarding patient who had been 

admitted from Fiona Stanley Hospital. Patient has Advanced pancreatic Cancer  and severely 

depressed and GP looking for advice regarding treatment and medication. Patient has been receiving 

oncology care at Fiona Stanley exhausted all treatment options for cancer now, has been admitted 

for psychiatric reasons.  Enquired whether patient had been seeing Fiona Stanley PC team - Registrar 

said no as had only just exhausted treatment options. I explained to registrar that patients with 

advanced cancer/incurable cancer can also receive palliative care - registrar didn't know this.  

Registrar checked patients notes from Fiona Stanley and there was no recording of 

referral/consolation with PC team.  I referred registrar to Fiona Stanley Palliative Care Team, WA 

Combined Palliative Care Outreach Service and  MPaCCs for advice.

cc

30/01/2017 1 Person called on behalf of friend who's mother died last year from cancer and now friends elderly 

father has been diagnosed with rectal cancer.  Father experiencing significant grief and needs psycho-

social support. Asked if mother received Silver Chain Palliative Care Service - unclear as friend said 

received Silver Chain HACC but not palliative care service.   Referred to Cancer Council, Solaris Cancer 

Care Centre and WA Grief Centre.

cc

1 called on behalf of husband and sister-in-law whose mother has just been diagnosed with 

advance stage metastatic cancer. Currently living with sister-in-law who has young children. Neither 

siblings able to care for mum at this late stage due to demands of caring for young family and would 

like to know what other options. Mum has unit in Mandurah but partner died there two years ago 

from lung cancer. She hasn't lived there for the past year or more and doesn't want to go back. Her 

only sister is having active treatment for breast cancer so not an option. Advised to determine as a 

family what they are able and not able to do including mum and what her preferences are and 

consult with care team.  She said "doctor just gave us your pamphlet and said ring them. Added that 

there was a seminar in March that might be useful". Further advised to check eligibility for hospice 

and in the interim get referral to Silver Chain for in-home support. Mum doesn't have a Will, son has 

EPA, advised to consider EPG and/or ACP/AHD. Mum has already indicated her preference for 

minimal treatment. Very thankful for advice. 

VB



1 Call from woman whose Mum in Bethesda PCU. Mum has Advanced cancer, given 1-2 months to live, 

took a turn for the worse, hospitalised and now in Bethesda.  Bethesda called family meeting and 

family was told mum can't stay as her illness/symptoms are not complex enough for her to need to 

remain in Bethesda and could be managed elsewhere.  However unable to get to toilet on own so 

requires 24 hour care.  Daughter feels pressured to move mum as soon as possible.  Daughter rang 

for information about what hospice services are available in the swan/hills area. Explained that 

residential hospice services not available, palliative care delivered by Silver Chain in the home, or via 

residential aged care services and that Bethesda was one of the few inpatient hospice services.  

Discussed residential care - daughter has been given centrelink and other application forms, however 

daughter concerned application process will take longer than mother has to live.   Advised that she 

call Kalamunda PCU (gave number)  to see if mother could be transferred there so closer to home 

while organise accommodation. Also suggested considering if Mum could live with her or brother 

with Silver Chain and family support.  Advised to request another family meeting with Bethesda 

about extending stay and her meeting/speaking with the Bethesda social worker to discuss options. 

cc

5/02/2018 5

1 Woman called wanting to connect with a worker from south metro care team. On exploration she 

was inquiring n behalf of someone in home care, but could not name the service.  Assumed it was 

Silver Chain so gave her the contact number.

VB

6/02/2018 2

12/02/2018 14 1 Caller left message to request a reply to his email.  Carer for his mother and would like to know 

about 'rights' to palliative care. Forward to CC for action

VB

12/02/2018 Caller -  83 yr old father in RPH for 3 weeks. Blocked bowel, delirium, fed intravenously.  Looking for 

palliative care service as believes father will deteriorate in hospital .Palliative Care team has seen 

mum today and meeting with caller this afternoon. Lost faith in care of hospital.  Recommended she 

speak with the Palliative Car team who can assist family to organise transfer to Bethesda or SJOG or 

home with Silver Chain services. Services need 

CC

19/02/2018 6

1 Register ACP workshop for two people

1 Care Net inquiry re MO membership $1,000. Difficulty paying online, confused about need for tax 

invoice prior.  Advised to transact using credit card then  realised that not pro rata payment.  

Will wait until new FY.  Took details to add to database and encouraged to take up survey when 

distributed and attend Members' Forum to input into MVP. 

VB

20/02/2018 Worker from Rise Network looking for service to support client (on radio/chemo) at home in 

Serpentine. On a package.  Referred Silver Chain.

VB

26/02/2018 11



1 Daughter called re father has been in Peel hospital for a couple of weeks with stage 4 bowel/lung 

cancer (past 4 years) had aggressive chemo and then had a stroke. Now immobilised though good 

cognition. Have stopped chemo sending him home, on antibiotics. Silver Chain coming in 3 times per 

week.  Wants to know if any other help available.  Explained that SC do not do 24/7 care, private care 

may be an option if able to affrs, otherwise family and friends network organised to support mum. 

Talked about importance of care planning and treatment options; to treat or not to treat.  No EPG, 

mum is the decision maker (with support of family). Also mentioned role of social worker for 

support.  Was very grateful for the conversation and advice.

VB

1 Woman looking for volunteering opportunity. Has complementary therapy skills. Explained that she 

will need to contact organisations directly - suggested CancerWA, Cancer Wellbeing, Bethesda for a 

start. 

VB

27 February 

- 26 March

Doctor from Claremont, call re patient and looking for services. Patient has cancer, now in final 3 

months, carer of wife with dementia.  Recommended ACAT referral for him  and referral to Silver 

Chain ASAP so can assist with putting supports and strategies in place

cc

North Beach doctors surgery looking for ACP brochure copies from PCA. Directed her to PCA website 

for download of PDF.

cc

Caller enquiring about whether family members can stay with patient in hospice.  Provided caller 

with Bethesda, SJOGH Kalamunda hospice contact details for direct conversation

cc

Caller with parent in Armadale hospital, looking for hospice services close to Armadale.  Provided 

them with SJOH Murdoch hospice details however they were concerned that it was too far away 

from home

cc

Caller with parent in SCGH with terminal cancer.  Has been able to love at home on own with  low 

level HACC care services. After acute episode now in hospital and has been told cancer has advanced 

with only weeks to live. Now unable to care for herself at home. Asked if Palliative Care team at 

SCGH has contacted family - no.  Recommended family member request consultation with Palliative 

Care team and provided her with their direct number.  Also seeking assistance to be able to care for 

her at home so provided her with liver chain details but advised require doctor/hospital referral

cc

Caller seeking advice re hospice services for father. Caller lives in Northern suburbs of Perth but 

father lives in Margaret River.  Caller has cancer and  chronic illness and has had acute episode and 

now in Margaret River Hospital.  Has been advised that only has a couple of weeks to live.  Son and 

Father would like father to be transferred to hospice in Perth so can be closer together. Margaret 

River GP said he didn't know about hospice services in Perth and didn't know where to refer so son is 

investigating.  Provided some with Beshesda and SJOGH details. Advised him to speak with hospital 

regarding  initiating transfer request as soon as possible.

cc



Caller in Northern Suburbs looking for hospice care for parent. Does not have private health cover.  

Provided them with Bethesda contact details but caller felt the hospice location was too far away 

from family to travel to visit. Also provided Silver Chain details. Advice to speak with GP.

cc

February 

march

Responding to Numerous calls, messages and emails re ACP Peel workshops info and RSVPS as a 

result of advertising

CC

27/03/2018 1 10.10am called with concerns that he is not eating properly, not able to eat solids, just sustogen and 

other fluids. Is mobile but weak.  Lives with his sister in North Perth and does not access any 

community at-home support. Has GP and under specialist care at Fiona Stanley Hospital - gastric 

cancer. Advised to contact Silver Chain and will need referral through GP. 

VB

27/03/2018 26

28/03/2018 2

3/04/208 22

1 11.15am  called seeking information and advice for her sister diagnosed with glioblastoma in Jan. She 

and sister's husband providing 24/7 care, has projected six months to live. Want to keep her at home 

for as long as possible - what support available in-home, respite and what are hospice options. Lives 

in South Perth.  Advised to discuss with GP and ask for referral to SC for at home support.  Will need 

care package to access respite through Centrelink Service, also recommended Avivo respite service - 

she is concerned as she is going away next week for 5 days and will be leaving husband on his own to 

cope for 5 days.  advised it would be a good test to know what they need going forward.  Have Will, 

EPA, EPG and AHD in place, stressed how important that all the family know her wishes and that all 

care team know as well so everyone is on the same page.   Suggested Murdoch and Bethesda for 

hospice care, again refer clinical care team. Advised her to get an informal network of friends and 

family in place to share care and not to be afraid to ask for help - set up roster. 

VB

Caller seeking information on behalf of a friend.  Friend's mother  has been admitted to Bethesda. 

Has advanced cancer, and health has rapidly decorated in past week so unable to be cared for at 

home by friends 81 year old father.  Likely trajectory to be weeks. Family still waiting for PC 

consultant to visit mother in Bethesda and advise on condition.  Bethesda has advised friend that she 

will need to find care for mother as unlikely she will be able to stay until she dies.  Discussed Silver 

Chain service with caller, caller advised that had been receiving Silver Chain services but required 24 

hr care now. I Advised that family will need to seek private services if requiring 24 hour care. 

Suggested Home Instead, CareNet but advised to search for options.  Advised family should seek 

information and advice from Bethesda team as to services available in their area. Family are 

'professionals' with children and have been taking time of work during mothers illness to care for her 

but now require more support.

cc



Caller is a GP from Adelaide.  Father lives in Perth and unwell with chronic illness and cancer, 

prognosis less than 3 -6 months to live.  Brother has been caring for him but now requires higher 

level of care.  Caller looking for hospice and palliative care service. Advised to seek Silver Chain 

services, requires GP referral.  Also seek HACC aged care package fro in home support or placement 

in aged care residential facility where palliative care can be provided.  Advised GP is best point of 

contact for referral and coordination of services.

cc

9/04/2018 1

1 10.10am -

10.35

 called re ACP workshop.  Can't attend the Mandurah workshop and would like to attend in 

future closer to home - Rockingham/Kwinana. Advised will put her on mailing list. She asked where 

she could access forms which led to discussion re EPG, AHD and how best to complete, who could 

she go to for help: GP, lawyer, Public Trustee???  Provided detailed explanation of merits re options 

and how to go about it.  Stressed importance of conversation with family members, medical 

practitioners and at the same time ensuring documents were a reflection of her own preferences.  

Emailed her links.

VB

10-Apr 4

Week of 9 

April

Father in law - apple cross - osephegal cancer, SJOG Hospital - few weeks to live - can't swallow food 

and water - IV fluid etc - discharged home on Friday. Concern re comfort at home and dehydration, 

being referred to Silver Chain but can they support IV at home? Advised seek family meeting with 

palliative care team at hospital to seek clarification. Also advised her to investigate if father in law 

could be discharged to SJOG Murdoch hospice while preparations are made at home to ensure his 

comfort.

cc

Request for palliative Caring booklets  from Thomas Scott hostel cc

Callers mother in SJOGH Midland. Has Cancer, rapid deteriation now expected to die within weeks. 

Hospital wants to transfer from Midland to kalamunda PCU but daughter says is too far way from her 

(in Mt Lawley as has 3 young children and can't travel to be with her) Father in High Wycombe and 

can't care for wife at home, so far hasn't had HACC or palliative care services at home. Was looking 

for hospice in northern suburbs but only option is Glengarry or Hollywood which are private.  Mother 

does not have private health insurance. Recommended that contact St John of God Murdoch as best 

option.

cc

30/04/2018 1 10-10.15  moved from US seeking to volunteer locally. Was referred to us by SJOG Murdoch.  Explained 

how volunteering worked in our space and ref rred her to volunteer coordinators directly for SJOG 

Murdoch and Bethesda.  Also advised to check out CCWA for any generic training on offer.  

1 10.15-

10.30

 called for information on palliative care.  Got our contact from ACP booklet. Has completed 

AHD and has all of documentation in order.  Wants info on palliative care , has stage 3 breast cancer. 

No access to computer, unemployed last 7 years. Sent out an info pack including Pal Care booklet. 

7/05/2018 19



 called, Aunty ill with CPG in South Metro Perth region.  Aggressive form of dementia. 

Diagnosed 4 months following onset of symptoms, likely only 1-2 months left to live.  Recommended 

seeking referral from GP for  Silver Chain and also request an ACAT assessment for HACC service 

eligibility so they can access personal care support in the home. He and his uncle will be caring for 

Aunt at home. Asked about equipment and support services - advised that Silver Chain should be 

able to assist once referral accepted. Recommended Palliative Caring booklet, he had already 

downloaded this from our website.

CC

10/05/2018 1 11-11.30  called again. Aged 61, wanted more advice re referral to palliative care. She has completed 

ACP/AHD, said that QLD docs were a better guide – recommended for reference by her GP  

 in Hamilton Hill. Son is 24 doesn’t want to know about her impending death.  She has 

completed file for his use and GP knows of her wishes. Lives at Pinakarri Cohousing Community – 

two people have died and been supported in place until the end. Married 3 times, currently not 

partnered. Oncologist not across her wishes so much, not interested in her mental health, just 

physical health and cancer treatment. Has even inquired about registering her own death.  Has 

documented funeral plan – minimal cost as she has been unemployed for past 7 years.  Was a school 

psyche.  At  one stage was given medication for cancer that made her so depressed she was suicidal. 

Took herself off it. Would make a great story for ACP and website –  to follow up.

VB

14/05/2018 29

1 9.15-

9.30am

Call from clinician in Victoria inquiring about access to palliative care service closest to Lansdale as 

patient is travelling to family wedding and had advanced cancer. Referred to Combined Palliative 

Care Outreach Service.  

VB

1 9.30 - 

9.45

GP from Ardross called to ask about pal care for her patient.  Further inquiry revealed she has a 

patient that has been discharged from hospital on oxygen with advanced cancer - currently under 

care of Silver Chain 2 hrs per week.  Suggested she call SC (gave number) and make an 

assessment/referral/request for more frequent visits now that patient is nearing the end of life. 

VB

1 9.30-

9.45am

 called to report that she had asked the staff (registrar)at reception Oncology, Fiona Stanley 

Hospital, to file her AHD on patient record.  No one had seen one before and didn't know what to do.  

Reception made a few phone calls including patient records, but could not advise her.  Seemed to 

think that it was admissions job. Advised her to give copy to GP for her record and ask her upload to 

My Health Record, (  doesn't have a scanner to do it herself) and that GP also forward copy to 

Oncologist to include on her patient file there. 

VB
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